The universal YESLY Bluetooth dimmer that allows you to remotely control many different types of light source - increasing comfort and reducing the waste of energy.

Features

- Compatible with energy-saving lamps, compact dimmable fluorescent lamps (CFL) or dimmable LEDs - with either electronic or electromagnetic transformers
- Type 15.71: integrates within most popular wall boxes, compatible with the most popular Italian wall switch systems
- Type 15.21: round wall box (ie: Ø 60 mm) mounting
- App programming/controlling with iOS or Android Smartphone
- Secure Bluetooth 4.2 Low Energy connection with 128-bit encryption
YESLY 15 SERIES - Bluetooth Dimmer

- 1 output
- Lamp load: Type 15.71: 100 W LED, 200 W halogen
  Type 15.21: 150 W LED, 300 W halogen
- AUTO function, to automatically set the most appropriate method for driving the type of lamp being used
- An additional 7 functions to manually set the lamp driving method and the control curve
- Leading edge and trailing edge compatibility
- Default function: Trailing edge (linear)
- 1 wired pushbutton input. Can be managed through standard wired pushbuttons, wireless pushbuttons or Smartphone
- Compatible with energy-saving lamps, compact dimmable fluorescent lamps (CFL) or dimmable LEDs - with either electronic or electromagnetic transformers
- Management of up to 8 scenarios
- App programming with iOS or Android Smartphone
- Over-temperature and short-circuit protection
- Supply voltage 230 V AC (50/60 Hz)
- Secure Bluetooth 4.2 Low Energy connection with 128-bit encryption

Type 15.71 - Bluetooth Dimmer compatible with the most popular Italian wall switch systems

The Type 15.71 is compatible with most popular residential and commercial frame systems such as: AVE®, Bticino®, Gewiss®, Simon Urmet®, Vimar®, through the use of special adaptors included in the box.

* Note: that these trademarks and trade names are not the property of Finder SpA or any of its associated companies, and are referred to in this sheet for the purposes of technical information only.

Type 15.21 - Bluetooth Dimmer, round wall box (ie: ø 60 mm) mounting

The 15.21 is suitable for fitting within a 60mm round wall box or other junction boxes.